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it's good to have a plugin that
can fit in with a budget. my
recent project was strictly
budget, and this plugin is

perfect for the job and only
costs $20! for the price, the
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sound quality is great. going to
give this a chance to shine on

my next project with some good
tracks. 5 stars!! manley has
done it again! this is a really
inexpensive ($20) plugin that

sounded really good. not a lot of
knobs for tweaking, just a few

sliders. i would suggest
spending the money on a

premium eq from the start. i've
been playing with manley
massive passive eq since i
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bought it. i've replaced the
voltera kernel, changed various
features on the kernel due to

various reasons, only to see how
it sounds, and decide that i have
to keep it. what a relief to have

an eq plugin that i can do
anything with without any

issues. there is nothing i can't
do with it. i'm very happy with

this plugin. it's got an easy
setup with a user interface and
easy to navigate. more presets
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and more options to make it
even better. really recommend

this plugin, buying it or getting it
as a download is a no brainier.

thanks manley. i was looking for
something that would simulate
at least close to what i've used
when mixing tape. and this guy
manley was recommended for
this task. turns out his massive

passive does the job quite
well!the thing i like about this eq
is the unique colorful feeling it
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gives the sound.also, the eq is
simple to use, with only 4 knobs
to master.i really hope theres a
update for this in future, as i've
read a lot of good reviews about
this eq.well done acustica guys!
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peaking: the peaking control is a
new feature in massive passive
eq, which is a tube emulation

version of manley labs hv3
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peaking effects. the manley labs
version is quite natural in

peaking, but the peaking control
goes an additional step further. i

believe it is the best peaking
effects plugin on the market.

you can adjust the color
between green and purple, the l-

o-w-e-s-s soft dynamic range,
and the soft clipping for the

peaks. this is a new feature in
massive passive eq, which is a

tube emulation version of
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manley labs hv3 peaking
effects. yeah, unfortunately

massive passive eq is
programmed to be very

conservative when it comes to
implementation. the most

common issue is the lack of
transparency and the hard

clipping when the band passes
through zero or close to it. the

eq capabilities are really
excellent and the phase display

is very useful. but it lacks a
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channel, which is essential for
an eq to be used for mastering.

but, it is still a very good
implementation for mastering. it

is one of those plugins where
you can easily sing along with

the song. all the bells and
whistles are there, and the
sound is as good as a lot of

much more expensive units. just
do it! i'm impressed with the

results from the massive passive
plugin. i dont think i've ever
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used an equalizer with better
clarity and harmonic contents, it

was refreshing to not get so
familiar with an equalizer in just
4 bands. i can't wait to have the
opportunity to use it more and
more. i am sure this will be a

great addition for old school eq
bands. i never knew i was

missing so much out of my eq
all these years. this is the best
eq i've ever had the pleasure of

using and i'm the type of
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musician who loves his eq. this
plugin is good enough to tide
me over until my next project.
well done acustica. 5ec8ef588b
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